Localization of fluorescently tagged protein to plasmodesmata by correlative light and electron microscopy.
Plasmodesmata (PD) are intercellular communication channels that form long, membrane-lined cylinders across cellular junctions. A fluorescent-tagging approach is most commonly used for an initial assessment to address whether a protein of interest may localize or associate with PD domain. However, owing to the dimension of PD being at nanoscale, PD-associated fluorescent signals are detected only as small spots scattered at the cell periphery, hence requiring additional confirmatory evidence. Immunogold labeling provides such information, but suitable antibodies are not always available and morphological preservation is often compromised with this approach. Here we describe an alternative approach using a correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) technique, which combines fluorescent imaging and transmission electron microscopy. By employing this method, a clear correlation between fluorescent speckles and the presence of individual or clusters of PD is achieved.